Connectivity is Easier Than
You Think
EdgeScout is a turnkey remote monitoring solution hosted by
RRAMAC. Since there are no PC’s to purchase, no software to
install, and no code to write you can get started quickly without a
major investement. For an initial setup fee and annual subscription,
your data will be stored on our tier level 3 servers with redundant
power and automatic backups. You have full control of the access
to your data with two factor authentication and full audit trails.

Are you ready to get connected?
Plug & Play Remote Monitoring for
Original Equipment Manufacturers
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Cloud Based
Your cloud hosted solution will give you secure access to
all of your remote systems anytime, anywhere through web
browsers, mobile apps, email, text, and push notifications.
Data and reports are stored at a secure data center with
redundancy and automatic backups.

Customized
Your web interface and mobile apps will not only be
branded with your company logo, colors, and fonts,
but we can also provide custom reports tailored to your
specific industry needs and connectivity to billing, inventory,
maintenance, or other business systems.

Plug and Play Remote Monitoring for OEMs
Whether you are looking to maximize equipment performance, reduce service
costs, or generate new revenue streams through remote connectivity, RRAMAC’s
EdgeScout remote monitoring solutions makes it easy to get started with minimal
investments of time and money.

Intelligent
We provide smart applications for predictive maintenance,
product genealogy, energy savings, and more. Centralized
data storage allows us to deliver aggregate views of your
equipment with drill downs by equipment type, customer,
location, etc.

Securely Connected

For nearly a decade, RRAMAC has been dedicated to perfecting and enhancing
our remote monitoring system to help customers keep essential assets online
and operating more efficiently.

We provide end to end solutions that connect sensors,
programmable controllers, or other intelligent devices to the
cloud server in order to get you the valuable information you
need from remote assets without compromising security.

Our EdgeScout solutions allow you to connect to both new and existing
automation equipment including PLC’s, drives, cameras, and hardwired sensors.

Cost Effective

“We have an App
for that”
We provide customized
smartphone apps for any
type of equipment.

A cloud-hosted solution allows for minimal development
costs and low annual subscription fees. There are no
PC’s to purchase, no software to install, no programming
expertise required. We have found that most projects pay
for themselves within the first year through increased sales
or reduced costs.

For more information on reducing downtime, please read
our article “The Path to Zero Downtime for Remote Assets”
recently published on Automation.com.
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